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Abstract
 

features of this concept in English and Ukrainian linguistic cultures. The work considers motivational, notional, associative and 
evaluative features of the given concepts. The presence of common motivational features in the structures of the concepts of 

cultures in the same way. The study results indicate that the informants of both cultures associate the common features of CHARM 

the carriers of Ukrainian, and its "mastering" only begins at the current period of the integration of Ukrainian and Western European 

advice in order to create a positive image in public and interpersonal communication.
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1. Introduction. The article deals with the contras

porary English and Ukrainian linguistic cultures, which 

participation of English and Ukrainian speakers. The 
relevance of the study of the cognitive nature of charm 
is determined by the fact that this phenomenon has long 

public activity, management, social interaction, adver

clear content and empirically detected characteristics 
for each of the mentioned above professional spheres.

tures of an attractive, popular and ideal communica
tor (speaker, leader, showman, etc.) are analyzed2. 
From the standpoint of linguoculture and linguistic 

concept

cultures. In contrast to the concept of "beauty", the 
components of which are aesthetic assessment and 
ideal, charm
tractive appearance of a person, but not necessarily 
very beautiful, an individual style of behavior, a fa
vorable manner of communication, a pleasant voice 

the cognitively discursive reconstruction of linguistic 
and cultural concepts  is part of the general paradigm 
of modern typological, comparative and contrastive 
studies and is aimed at determining the common and 
distinctive characteristics of language development 

 and its em
6.

The relevance of the study is determined by the 
general direction of modern linguistics for the study 
of linguistic and cultural concepts as collective men
tal content entities that capture the originality of the 
corresponding culture7, as well as the importance 

charm as 
a general psychological and aesthetic phenomenon, 

linguistic and cultural concepts, namely, motivation
al, conceptual, associative and evaluative compo

aesthetic phenomenon in the English and Ukrainian 
world images.

The aim of the work is to determine the ways of 

the English and Ukrainian languages and to identify 
the contrastive peculiarities of the linguistic and dis
cursive embodiment of this concept in two nonrelated 
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linguistic cultures. The object of the research is the 

ponent of the English and Ukrainian world images. The 
subject

concept in the correspondent linguistic cultures.
2. Methodology
2.1. Program of contrastive study of the concept 

The program of contras

the English and Ukrainian languages includes seven 

tion of the key features of the phenomenon of charm; 
(2) to develop the structure of the concept of 

tertium com-
parationis) the means of verbalization of these con
cepts in two nonrelated languages; 

Ukrainian languages; 

tures of the concept (etymological and componential 
types of analysis); 

speakers of the English and Ukrainian languages; 

dations of the Internet discourse;

contrasting characteristics of the modern adaptation 

lish and Ukrainian linguistic communities.
2.2. Research materials. To solve the set tasks, 

the general scope of the research material was com

mological, synonymous, thematic dictionaries (total 

lologists of Ukrainian universities) and English 

the USA and Canada), 100 informants for each lin

2.3. Methods of analysis. The linguistic analysis 
was based on the application of 
methods (analysis, taxonomy and comparison) and 
special linguistic methods etymological analysis – 
to determine the motivational features of the concepts 
under study, componential analysis – to clarify the 

English and Ukrainian language nominations of the 
method of con-

ceptual analysis – to outline conceptual, associative 
and evaluative components of the investigated con
cept, contextual-interpretation analysis – to reveal 
cognitive and metaphorical features of the verbalized 

Ukrainian linguistic cultures; cognitive analysis – to 

languages; comparative (contrastive) analysis – for a 

Ukrainian languages through tertium comparationis 
and the discovery of the contrasts of its adaptation in 

quantitative 
analysis – to determine the frequency of data distri
bution in selected subsamples of linguistic material, 
as well as elements of statistical methods of linguis-
tics – to verify the frequency of data distribution and 
the adequacy of the sample size and the establishment 
of correlation relations.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Theoretical premises of the study. The study 

of the phenomenon of "charm" is considered with

corporeal semantics, which takes into account the 

cal intelligence, which substantiate the importance 
of somatikon as a linguocognitive and intellectu

speaker's functioning8. Thus, charm is manifested at 

essence of its owner, his personality and uniqueness, 
9

pressions (smile, look)10

derness, harmony)11

movements that are actively involved in the percep
tion of a person as attractive12.

Charm is most often associated with age and solid 
health, the manifestation of which serves as appear

. 
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attractiveness, shining eyes, brilliant hair, a beautiful, 
healthy body attractive to everybody.  

The feature of charm is part of the constitutive fea

types , in particular those that cause sympathy and 

RATE (Jack Sparrow, endowed with personal charm, 

clude AMERICAN LAWYER (middle aged man with 
a sharp look and a charming smile), HOLLYWOOD 
STAR (star charisma (charisma, physical magnetism, 
charm, mystery, inner strength), etc. Along with the 
positive signs, charm can be the constituent of nega

with the value of a bait, seize, lure, and attract .
The phenomenon of charm is closely linked to 

the gender aspect, through which it is customary to 
operate with such concepts as femininity and mascu
linity. Traditional representations of femininity in Eu
ropean lingual cultures include women's attention to 

jewelry or other women's accessories, which usually 
16. 

According to the study of stereotypes of masculin
ity and femininity in British linguistics, the feature 

ponent, which is associated with a feature of age and 

ture, eye color, skin color, attractiveness, adherence 
to fashion were determining.

In modern Ukrainian linguistics concept is under
stood as a distinctly organized, multisubstrate mental 
unit of knowledge included in the consciousness of a 
person and his collective unconscious17.

According to M. Pimenova, we single out 

evaluative features18. 
3.2. Motivational features of the concept 

The comparative anal
ysis of the motivatinal features of the concepts 

tion of the features of these concepts in the English 
and Ukrainian languages. As a result of the analysis 
of the inner form of the words representing the con

ered that the quantitative correlation in the studied 
concepts revealed the same number of motivational 

to delight, to please

-

enchant, to tempt, to enchant in words, speeches")19.
The common Latin root ”

“enchantment ” in the English and 
Ukrainian languages testify to the relation of the con
gruent coincidence in the initial motivational  signs 

is observed in the derivatives of motivational  fea
tures, namely, to delight, to please - "to please, to ad-
mire, to bring great pleasure" uab- 

), which 

eme "20. The motivational  
feature to give protection, to bring luck - "to protect, 
to bring good luck" is lacunar for the Ukrainian lan
guage, which is connected with the additional mean
ing of the English tokens charm "amulet".

The presence of common motivational  features 
in the structures of the concepts of CHARM and 

charm was interpreted in the English and Ukrainian 

to sing, to chant to chant utter an incantation 
are original, primary. It is evident that in both con
ceptual systems the phenomenon of magic original
ly correlated with the pagan thinking of people and 
was perceived by native speakers of English and 
Ukrainian lingvistic cultures through irrational con
cepts of magic and mystery. At the same time, the 
idea of the charm of the Slavs was reduced to a mag

onous singing that resembled the spell, as we observe 
in the motivational  features of the English concept 
CHARM to chant - "to spell" and the Ukrainian con

enchant", having a com
mon basis of the Latin. carmen "song, singing", but to 

speak, to tell," that is to enchant with words, words.
3.3. Notional features of the concept CHARM / 

The analysis showed that conceptual 

the English and Ukrainian linguistic cultures, which 

of a person to attract, enchant, are common. There 

JECT'S CHARACTERISTICS (PHENOMEN), 
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versal for all lingvistic cultures) (in our research – 
English and Ukrainian) and are part of the syllogism 

stituents of the English concept CHARM as the in

ENCHANTMENT, SPELL, WITCHCRAFT. Con
stituents of the concept of CHARM as the psycho
logical properties of attracting other people are sub
concepts ADORABLENESS, ALLURE, APPEAL, 
ATTRACTIVENESS, CAPTIVATE, CHARISMA, 
DELIGHTFULNESS, FASCINATION, GLAM
OUR, MAGNETISM, OOMPH21. In turn, the con

other people by their qualities, are the following 
WITCHCRAFT), 

SPELL). Constituents of the con

attract other people to their positive qualities are de

22. 
3.4. Associative features of the concept 

The prototype scenario 

glish and Ukrainian languages underlying the per
ception of associative features of charm as imma
terial (magic) and material (physical and chemical) 
abilities of a person has been investigated; associa

in the English and Ukrainian languages have been 
singled out by writing associative essays by carriers 
of two lingvistic cultures, and also the manipulative 

of English and Ukrainian Internet discourses have 
. 

as magical properties of a person, magical means, 

TERIAL INFLUENCE based on such physical and 
chemical phenomena as RADIATION, HEATING, 
EMANAGING, that metaphorize the ability of charm 
to go from a person in the form of rays of light, heat 

encing them, as well as MAGNETISM, which meta
phorizes the ability of a person to attract other people 
unconsciously and instantly. The paraphrase of the 
semantics of charm, or the prototype script of the con

with the property of Z object Y under the condition 
C, that radiation and attraction occur unconsciously .

The comparison of the associative features 

English and Ukrainian languages revealed the sim

the concepts under study. The mental attribute of the 

contrastive feature (Fig. 1).

perception of these concepts are that for English 
speaking informants, charm is a set of means for 
creating natural, easy communication (authenticity, 
genuineness, ease, pleasure), where public and ordi
nary people in the domestic and professional spheres 
of communication must have a good look, smile and 

menting). For Ukrainian informants, charm is a pro
found feature associated with certain ethical values, 

liteness, "samples" of which are close people, parents 
and, above all, mother, as well as the presence rational 

sonable". In the associative works of the Ukrainian 
language carriers, we observe the desematization 
of the original conceptual feature of the concept of 

bute, "unknown, incomprehensible, secret", which is 
replaced by the feature "fast" and is associated with 
the ability of a person to do something fast as by the 
magic of the magic wand. Such a charming stick for 

mother 

moment and, as a fairy, a magician "to make a mira
cle" – to solve all the problems (Fig. 2).

 
 ("
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-
ing person "is spoken with a negative, ironic into-
nation, then its meaning changes to the opposite. 
This person embodies a negative trait, perhaps it 
has let someone down, did not meet the expecta-

tions), adulation 

("Sometimes, hearing 
these words, I think of a person who is a sly, adula
tory, complicated person who needs constant compli
ments"), impassion, decep-
tion . 

Fig. 1. Associative features of the concepts  and 

Fig. 2. Names of people characterized as a and
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, 

is deceptive. Such a person can be evil, unfriend
ly, wicked, insincere"), pomposity 

(" Now you can meet a 
lot of charming girls, but they eventually turn out to 
be pompous, proud and envious").  Representatives 

feature related to the conscious manipulative use of 
the values of the CHARM concept for establishing 
good relationships and obtaining material gain, etc. 
(
genuine and it comes across as manipulation: I spent 
many years in public service and often wanted a but-
ton that said "resist to charm" because you see it so 
often , people trying to charm (ie manipulate) you 
into getting what they want). 

3.5. Evaluative features of the concept 
Inner and outer features 

of formation of a CHARMING PERSON image have 
been singled out in the process of our analysis. In

are the content indicators of the concept CHARM; 
they are manifested through the domineering feature 

PERSONALITY. 

1. GOAL, AIM, MENTAL INSPIRATION, for 

times do not feel like working. In this case, our main 

select and  before we start to work; (2) "Aim 
always gives mental inspiration and strengthens your 

son, look at these papers. Go through them. You will 
be recharged again with new inspiration ; 

with 
enough time in your hand. Those, who take time to 
start a work, are, in one sense, too much optimistic. 
They think that though they have started late, they 
will be able to "; (2) "Always arrive in 
time
use the most unproductive time of the day

26; 
Meditate 

again in the morning. Make your work schedule 

for the whole day. Start your day’s work with new 
inspiration"27. 

PERSON are physical indicators of the concept 
CHARM; they include mimic, eye contact, voice 

mimic fea-
tures can be associated with expressiveness ("It's 
also related to having an expressive face, in that 
the more your audience can read in your body lan-
guage, the more they grasp your meaning and enjoy 
your company"), satisfaction (“Your face will show 
your satisfaction, chest uplifted"), pride ("So you 
feel proud and your face glows in pride") and smile 
("Smile sincerely. A smile is simply the brilliance of 
your inner beauty shining through"28).

recommendations is associated primarily with an 

or DEVELOPMENT OF PERSONALITY, which is 

big, friendly, sincerely), EYECONTACT (direct), 

The manipulative features of the concept of 

used by Ukrainians to create a positive image in 
everyday communication and professional activ
ity are associated with valuable features, such as 

sincerity ("broad soul", "soul of the 
company" ), 

cheerfulness (the company's center of 
gravity), 
ty ("zest"), while the physical characteristics (eyes, 

eyes like a mirror of the soul, a smile as a genera

It has been established that such discourse features 

and DIVINE GIFT are contrasting, and the discour
sive features CONFIDENCE and RELIGION are in
tegral for the two concepts.

4. Conclusions. 

is initially perceived by a person as witchcraft, magic, 
mystery, and is currently understood as an attraction 

linguistic cultures. The presence of common moti

 Be charming
26 How to fascinate people
27 Magnetic personality
28 Be charming
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vational features in the structures of the concepts of 

nomenon of charm was interpreted in the English 
and Ukrainian linguistic cultures in a similar fashion, 

to sing, to chant to chant utter 
an incantation are original, primary. It is evident that 
in both conceptual systems the phenomenon of magic 
originally correlated with the pagan thinking of peo
ple and was perceived by native speakers of English 
and Ukrainian through irrational concepts of magic 
and mystery. At the same time, the idea of the charm 
of the Slavs was reduced to a magical ritual, based 

resembled the spell, as we observe in the motivational  

to "enchant", having a common basis of the Latin. 
carmen "song, singing", but to the conversation with 

bayaty "to speak, to tell," that is to 
enchant with words.

adaptation of the concept by native speakers belong
ing to English and Ukrainian linguistic cultures sug
gests that the associative features of CHARM for car

person should be witful, always smile, be pleasing to 
other people. The main features of the English con

attitude, happy feeling, fun, humor and smile. In their 

turn, for the representatives of the Ukrainian linguis
tic culture, internal spiritual values such as goodness, 
harmony, inner strength, sincerity, vulnerability, wis

which, as a rule, are equally combined with the inner 
world, soul, character of a charming person or stand 
in second place after it.

The linguistic reconstruction of the concept 

rather lacunar for the carriers of Ukrainian, and its 
"mastering" only begins at the current period of the 
integration of Ukrainian and Western European cul
tures, where the latter has long traditions of politics 
and courteous behavior. In the English linguistic cul
ture, the concept CHARM, on the contrary, is quite 

order to create a positive image in public and inter
personal communication.

The perspectives of this study include the further 

the world. The obtained results can be used for further 
study of contrastive features based on the nomination 

of the representatives of English linguistic cultures 
(English, Americans, Australians, Canadians) and 
Slavic linguistic cultures, as well as for the study of 
the peculiarities of the linguistic means by which the 
verbalization of the given concept of these linguistic 
cultures is carried out.
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